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Disclaimer

THIS PRESENTATION AND ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT FOR RELEASE, PUBLICATION OR DISTRIBUTION, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, IN THE UNITED STATES, AUSTRALIA, CANADA OR JAPAN.

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

The information contained in this Presentation has been provided by va-Q-tec AG (the “Company” and, together with its shareholders, subsidiaries and associated companies, the “Group”) and has not been verified independently. Unless otherwise stated, the
Company is the source of the information contained herein. For the purposes of this notice, the Presentation includes this document, its contents or any part of it and any related video or oral presentation, any question or answer session and any written or
oral material discussed or distributed during the presentation meeting.

Presentations are by their nature abbreviated information and cannot substitute for narrative information. In addition, the information herein is preliminary and is not comprehensive. Consistent with its purpose, this Presentation does not include all
information that is material to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses as well as risks and opportunities of the Company.

This Presentation does not constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as an offer or invitation or recommendation to, purchase or sell or subscribe for, or as any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for, any securities of the Company, in
any jurisdiction. Neither this Presentation, nor any part thereof nor anything contained or referred to therein, nor the fact of its distribution, should form the basis of or be relied on in connection with, or serve as an inducement in relation to, a decision to
purchase or subscribe for or enter into any contract or make any other commitment whatsoever in relation to any such securities.

No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information or opinions contained in the Presentation or on its completeness, accuracy or fairness. Neither the Company, the remainder of its Group nor its shareholders, any of their respective
affiliates, directors, officers, employees, advisers or agents accepts any responsibility or liability whatsoever for or makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information or opinions in the
Presentation (or whether any information has been omitted from the Presentation) or any other information relating to the Group, whether written, oral or in a visual or electronic form, and howsoever transmitted or made available or for any loss howsoever
arising from any use of the Presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connection therewith. In particular, no representation or warranty is given as to the likelihood of achievement or reasonableness of, and no reliance should be placed on, any
projections, targets, ambitions, estimates or forecasts contained in this Presentation, and nothing in this Presentation is or should be relied on as a promise or representation as to the future. No statement in this Presentation is intended as a profit forecast or a
profit estimate and no statement in this Presentation or any related materials should be interpreted to mean that earnings per share for the future or current financial periods would necessarily match or exceed historical published earning per share.

This Presentation contains forward-looking statements based on the currently held beliefs and assumptions of the management of the Company, which are expressed in good faith and, in their opinion, are reasonable. Forward-looking statements involve
known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause the actual results, financial condition, performance, or achievements of the Company, or industry results, to differ materially from the results, financial condition, performance or
achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Many of these risks and uncertainties relate to factors that are beyond the Company’s ability to control or estimate precisely, such as future market conditions, currency fluctuations, the
behaviour of other market participants, the actions of regulators and other factors such as the Company’s ability to continue to obtain financing to meet its liquidity needs, changes in the political, social and regulatory framework in which the Group operates
or in economic or technological trends or conditions. Given these risks, uncertainties and other factors, recipients of this document are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements. It is up to the recipient of the Presentation to
make its own assessment as to the validity of such forward-looking statements and assumptions.

All information in this Presentation is current at the time of publication but may be subject to change in the future. The Company disclaims any obligation to update or revise any statements, in particular forward-looking statements, to reflect future events or
developments.

To the extent available, the industry and market data contained in the Presentation has come from official or third party sources. Third party industry publications, studies and surveys generally state that the data contained therein have been obtained from
sources believed to be reliable, but that there is no guarantee of the accuracy or completeness of such data. While the Company reasonably believes that each of these publications, studies and surveys has been prepared by a reputable source, the data
contained therein has not been independently verified by the Company or anyone else. In addition, certain of the industry and market data contained in the Presentation come from the Company’s own internal research and estimates based on the knowledge
and experience of the Company’s management in the market in which the Company operates. While the Company believes that such research and estimates are reasonable and reliable, they, and their underlying methodology and assumptions, have not been
verified by any independent source for accuracy or completeness and are subject to change. Accordingly, undue reliance should not be placed on any of the industry or market data contained in the Presentation.

Statements contained in this Presentation regarding past events or performance should not be taken as a guarantee of future events or performance.

Recipients of this Presentation should not treat the contents of this Presentation as advice relating to legal, taxation or investment matters, and must make their own assessments concerning such matters and other consequences of a potential investment in
the Company and its securities, including the merits of investing and related risks. Any prospective purchaser of the Securities is recommended to seek its own independent financial advice.

In receiving or otherwise accessing this Presentation, you will be deemed to have represented, agreed and undertaken (i) that you are permitted, in accordance with all applicable laws, to receive such information, (ii) that you are solely responsible for your
own assessment of the business and financial position of the Company and that you will conduct your own analysis and be solely responsible for forming your own view of the potential future performance of the Company and (iii) that you have read and agree
to comply with the contents of this notice.

This Presentation has been presented to you solely for your information and must not be copied, reproduced, distributed or passed (in whole or in part) to any other person at any time.

The distribution of the Presentation in certain jurisdictions may be restricted and accordingly it is the responsibility of any person into whose possession the Presentation falls to inform themselves about and observe any restrictions. The Presentation is only
addressed to and directed at persons: (i) in member states of the European Economic Area (“EEA”) who are qualified investors within the meaning of Article 2(1)(e) of the Prospectus Directive (Directive 2003/71/EC and amendments thereto, including Directive
2010/73/EU, to the extent implemented in the relevant member state of the EEA) (“Qualified Investors”); (ii) in the United Kingdom, at Qualified Investors who are persons who have professional experience in matters relating to investments falling within
Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005, as amended (the “Order”) or who are high net worth companies, unincorporated associations and other bodies who fall within article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the Order; or
(iii) persons to whom it may otherwise be lawful to communicate it to (all such persons together being referred to as “Relevant Persons”). The Presentation is directed only at Relevant Persons and must not be acted on or relied on by persons who are not
Relevant Persons.

Neither this Presentation nor any part or copy of it may be taken or transmitted into the United States of America (“United States”) or distributed, directly or indirectly, in the United States. The securities of the Company have not been and will not be
registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”) or the securities laws of any state in the United States and may not be offered or sold in the United States except in reliance on an applicable exemption from, or in a
transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act.

This Presentation and the information contained therein, is not directed to, or intended for viewing, release, distribution, publication or use by (directly or indirectly, in whole or in part), any person or entity that is a citizen of, or resident or located in, the
United States, Australia, Canada or Japan or any jurisdiction where applicable laws prohibit its viewing, release, distribution, publication or use.
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Key Investment Highlights
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Leading technological innovator
First class thermal insulation technology platform1

Market leading healthcare logistics services
Superior service offering for the high growth healthcare market4

Significant growth opportunity in multiple end markets 
Disruptive product portfolio opening numerous potential applications2

Strong financial track record
Dynamic growth trajectory and sustained profitability5

Experienced management team with clear strategic vision
Significant scientific and operational experience 6

Control of the critical steps of the value chain
Selective vertical integration to secure technology and cost advantage3



Our Vision

va-Q-tec as the world's leading 
supplier of thermal high-

performance insulation and 
packaging solutions

ServicesSystemsProducts

4
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Key drivers defining our context

c.60%
of primary energy consumption in 

Germany is used for thermal purposes

Thermal energy 
efficiency

Source: AG Energiebilanzen e.V., IMARC (2015)

70 of the 100
best-selling global drug products will
require TempChain storage and handling

Increasing globalization and outsourcing
of clinical research and manufacturing

creates huge requirements for efficient
pharma cold chain packaging

Globalization of 
supply chains

Product safety 
and regulation



Product safety and 
regulation

№ 1 VIP 

producer in the 

Western World(1)

#1

>5,000,000
shipments made 

deviation free

>180
Patents protecting our 

technology

§

…and holding a leading position…in attractive markets driven by strong trends…

We are a technology company at heart… …with highly differentiated products and services…

va-Q-tec at a glance
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VIPs

Serviced 
container rental

Box fulfilment 
and rental service

Thermal 
consulting

Products Systems ServicesFounded in 2001, we are a pioneer and technology leader in advanced 
thermal insulation products, systems and services

In-house development and production of Vacuum Insulation Panels 
(VIPs) and thermal energy storage components/ Phase Change 
Materials (PCMs) 

Leading advanced passive thermal packaging systems

Successful forward integration into healthcare cold chain solutions/ 
services with own managed box and container fleets

Preferred partner for the most demanding blue-chip customers

>50
Awards in the last 

five years

Selected bluechip partners/ customers

Thermal energy 
efficiency

Globalization of 
supply chains

PCMs

Containers

Boxes

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=https://www.iconfinder.com/icons/339992/achievement_award_awards_badge_best_big_game_bronze_ceremony_certificate_champion_choice_competitive_conqueror_crown_cup_emblem_event_favorite_favourites_first_flag_glory_gold_golden_good_guarantee_high_leader_mark_medal_number_one_popularity_pride_prize_quality_race_rank_rating_reward_ribbon_seal_silver_sports_stamp_star_success_thumb_top_tribute_triumph_trophy_verified_victory_win_win_label_winner_winning_icon&ei=zsBQVdaKFcLB7ga2roHwBw&bvm=bv.92885102,d.ZGU&psig=AFQjCNGd613aCpLyXShLsSDEqUl1rqVOnw&ust=1431441982672700
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=https://www.iconfinder.com/icons/339992/achievement_award_awards_badge_best_big_game_bronze_ceremony_certificate_champion_choice_competitive_conqueror_crown_cup_emblem_event_favorite_favourites_first_flag_glory_gold_golden_good_guarantee_high_leader_mark_medal_number_one_popularity_pride_prize_quality_race_rank_rating_reward_ribbon_seal_silver_sports_stamp_star_success_thumb_top_tribute_triumph_trophy_verified_victory_win_win_label_winner_winning_icon&ei=zsBQVdaKFcLB7ga2roHwBw&bvm=bv.92885102,d.ZGU&psig=AFQjCNGd613aCpLyXShLsSDEqUl1rqVOnw&ust=1431441982672700


Notes: (1) Compared to insulation materials like mineral wool or aged PU foam in a range from 5x-15x

4 core materials

Different film materials

Various production methods

va-Q-check
(check of vacuum quality)

Various shapesInsulates 10x more 
efficiently than 

conventional materials(1)

Berlin,
1904

Wuerzburg, 
2001

Pioneering the evolution in vacuum thermal insulation

Atmospheric load:

10,000 kg/m²

USPs

We have taken the mastery of best physical insulation to the next level
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Notes: (1) Compared to insulation materials like mineral wool or aged PU foam in a range from 5x-15x (2) PCMs store energy 10x more efficiently at a given temperature compared to thermal energy storage with pure liquid water
Sources: (1, 2) BINE Informationsmanagement
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Cutting edge VIP/PCM technology portfolio is the 
basis for our first class thermal packaging systems

Multi use pallet-size for air 
and land transportation

Multi use boxesSingle use boxes

Advanced passive packaging solutionsVacuum Insulation Panels (VIPs)

Ambient (<100°C)

10x more efficient insulation or 10x less space(1)

Vacuum Insulation Panels (VIPs)

Phase change materials (PCMs)

Standard Ranges                    
(-25°C to 25°C)

Speciality Ranges
(<-60°C to -30°C & 30°C to 40°C)

10x more efficient energy storage(2)

Phase Change Materials (PCMs)

P
ro

d
u

ct
s

Sy
st

e
m

s

Keeping the temperature 
constant for 4…10 days in non-
controlled ambient



Conventional Thermal Packaging vs. VIP-insulated
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Business 
lines

(% group 
revenue)(1,2)

Our markets: whenever space restrictions exist, 
excellent thermal insulation is required

Pharma and biotech 
thermal transport systems:

boxes & containers

TempChain Logistics
(75%)

Refrigerators, freezers, 
food transport systems

Appliances & Food
(13%)

Refrigerated trucks,         
delivery vans, aircrafts,    

passenger cars

Floors, curtain walls, 
terraces, roofs

Building
(2%)

Hot water tanks, hot water 
boilers, pipelines, 
industrial devices

Technics & Industry
(8%)

End market
(% group 

revenue)(1,3)

Description

Note: (1) 2020 consolidated IFRS financials (2) Other revenues primarily comprise state funded research & development projects (FY 2020: c. 1%) which can partially be allocated to va-Q-tec’s key end markets   (3) Excluding revenues from  R&D projects 

Mobility
(1%)

Serviced 
Rental

47%

Vacuum Insulation Panels 
(Products)

24%

Thermal Packaging 
Systems

27%

10

Thermal Energy Efficiency Temp Chain: Temperature Controlled Supply Chain 
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The three pillars of our business

Business Line Activities

PRODUCTS
Vacuum Insulation Panels 

• Development, manufacturing and sales of Vacuum  Insulation 
Panels (VIPs)

• They insulate 10x more efficiently than conventional foams / 
fibers

SYSTEMS
Thermal Packaging Systems 

• Development, manufacturing and sales of passive thermal 
packaging systems (containers and boxes) through optimally 
integrating VIPs and PCMs

• They can maintain constant temperatures, depending on type, up 
to 200 hours without external energy input

SERVICES
Serviced Rental

• Serviced container rental business

• Serviced box rental business



In-house development and 
assembly  of thermal packaging 
systems (airfreight containers 
and boxes)
Extensive testing and simulation 
capabilities 
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Production 
materials

Products Systems Services

Selective coverage of critical parts of the value chain

Profitability Quality Differentiation
Recurring 
revenues

Barriers to 
entry

Customer 
loyalty

Proven ability to capitalize on our technology platform through 

profitable forward integration

Technology and cost leadership 

through selected backward 
integration

We are a VIP & PCM 
pioneer in our DNA

Selective backward integration 
achieves cost advantages and 
exclusive access to innovative 
materials

In-house engineering and 
manufacturing of VIPs and 
PCMS
Deep R&D competence in core 
and film materials as well as 
thermal engineering and testing

Serviced container and box 
rental offering
Highly scalable by leveraging 
the  global network of our blue-
chip logistics partners



Singapur

>500 Employees

2 Plants

7 International Sites 40 Global TempChain Service Centers 

>30,000 Boxes

~3,000 Container 

>50 International Awards
> 400,000 serviced

Thermoshipments in 2020

>5,000,000 Thermal 

shipment deviation free

va-Q-tec 2021
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Container rental

Launched in 2011

Only fleet for sub zero transports

1st passive, reusable fleet in the market combining price advantage with 
superior performance

Global transportation of bulk goods 

30 network stations and >500 drop points via airline partnerships

Global container rental: all temperatures in one technology

Box rental

Kicked off in 2016, pioneering box rental services for pharma and biotech 
customers

Continental / Regional distribution 

Clinical trials logistics for Clinical Research Organisations

Cooperation with most major players 

Last-mile shipments from wholesalers to pharmacies

Massive growth potential in next years

C. 10 hubs globally

Continental box rental

va-Q-tec’s healthcare logistics service offering

Fulfillment centers and logistics partners

Logistics Partner USA

Logistics Partner Europe

Logistics Partner SEA

Note:        Active fulfilment center Fulfilment center in discussions

Major US Integrators

14
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From production to vaccination –
VQT involded in all major steps of global distribution campaing

Comments

 Reliable, safe handling using special thermo-boxes and containers 

for the delivery of raw materials for the production of vaccines is 

already necessary during their manufacture

 International shipment of large quantities of finished vaccines 

often at sub-zero temperatures between -20°C and -70°C

 Information on storage between 2°C and 8°C often refers only to 

the "last mile", where the vaccine must be stored for a maximum 

of a few days

 Strong ties with all major vaccine manufacturers

 Exclusive contract with one major vaccine player

Moderna CoVid-19 vaccine arrives at US bases in Japan



“First passive packaging 
solution for semicon industry”

Case study: Strategic partnerships

Chosen partner of industry leaders because we deliver on
our promises

“va-Q-tainer
containers are the 
cost-efficient and 

low-risk 
TempChain
alternative”

Partnerships with leading industry companies underscoring technical expertise and reliability of VQT
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Novel applications in Thermal Energy Efficiency Business

va-Q-tec and Uponor: Energy-efficient and 
form-flexible pipe insulation 

va-Q-tec and Hutchinson: A Game Changer for 
VIPs in mobility applications

• Ecoflex VIP reduces heat losses in local and district heating 

networks by up to 60% save space massively

• A new level of energy efficiency local and district heating 

networks. 

• Energy efficiency of modern mobility solutions can be 

massively increased by using VQT’s VIPs

• Optimized thermal management of e.g. passenger cabins 

and batteries leads to significant increase in range of 

modern e-vehicles
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Experienced management team with clear strategic 
vision

Dr. Joachim Kuhn
Chief Executive Officer
Founder

 Born on 2nd May 1964, German citizen

 Diploma in Physics, University of Würzburg

 PhD in Physics of Thermal Insulation, University of
Würzburg

 1995 – 2000: General Management of Bavarian Centre
for Applied Energy Research (ZAE Bayern), Würzburg

 Since 2001: CEO and founder of va-Q-tec AG, 
Würzburg

 Member of various national and international 
committees

Stefan Döhmen
Chief Financial Officer

 Born on 24th February 1964, German citizen

 Diploma in Business Administration, Westfälische 
Wilhelms-Universität Münster

 1991 – 2000: Mannesmann-Konzern

 2001 – 2005: Brooks Automation Group, Controller 
Europe

 2006 – 2016: Analytik Jena AG, Chief Financial Officer

 Since 2016: CFO of va-Q-tec AG



va-Q-tec AG
Alfred-Nobel-Straße 33
97080 Würzburg
Tel.: +49 931 35942-1616
Fax: +49 931 35942-0
IR@va-Q-tec.com

TICKER
Symbol: VQT
Bloomberg: VQT:GR
Reuters: VQTG:DE
ISIN: DE0006636681
WKN: 663668

Thank you for
your attention!
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